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Fresh, inventive copy that gets to the heart of a brief 
and speaks to the heart of supporters. 

I have worked on a variety of campaigns for a broad range of charities. Having come up as a 
freelancer from a creative writing background, I am able to meet each client with a freshness 
and energy that can sometimes be hard for agencies to provide. On every brief I have 
always sought to get to the very essence of why a charity exists and how we can 
communicate this to its supporters. I believe there is power in simplicity and straightforward, 
elegant copy. I am a storyteller first and foremost, and I would love the chance to help you 
tell yours. 



Birmingham children’s hospital - RG appeal and 
welcome pack
Birmingham Children’s Hospital wanted to develop a Regular Giving Programme, and so first 
of all we had to get to know the hospital’s unique strengths, as well as the right moment and 
method to speak to their audiences. 

One of the key things to get across was that BCH went ‘above and beyond’ for the children 
they saw, finding treatments and approaches that were not funded by the NHS. Their need 
was also their strength- they provided their young patients with the very best care, and 
needed help to go on doing so. They had a fantastically warm, supportive audience of 
families who had witnessed this care first hand and so in speaking simply and directly to this 
audience we were able to create an honest, positive campaign. 

 











Refugee Council - Cash appeal

On reading the detailed brief, I was moved at the plight of the asylum seekers facing 
destitution in the UK. Things most of us take for granted every day, such as access to a hot 
shower and food, security of knowing where we will sleep each night, and certainty about our 
status, are powerful in their combined absence, especially in individuals who have already 
faced such trauma and pain. 

Refugee Council supporters are empathic and able to put themselves in others’ shoes, so 
this appeal asked them to do exactly that. By using the combined experiences of the people 
she worked with, Kellie narrates a typical journey of a destitute asylum seeker, asking the 
reader to imagine themselves in this position. 

The appeal asked supporters to think about the small, basic objects, such as a bar of soap 
or a pair of shoes, that can make a huge difference- the difference between an empty 
stomach and a full one; the difference between feeling alone and feeling connected, etc. It 
then asks them to make this difference through their gift. 











Teenage Cancer Trust - Virtual Event brand and 
copy

I worked on the development of the ‘More than a Marathon’ concept and copy.

‘More Than’ was a creative device I developed to explore the ‘extra’ element of virtual events. The 
idea is this would allow you to do more than your usual run in the park, or jog to the shop, and 
have the motivating factors of a target (28 miles in 28 days) and a cause (helping young people 
who are more than the cancer they are facing and helping to fund services that are more than the 
treatment). 

Participating in this virtual challenge allows people to publicly show others that they are more than 
a friend, colleague or runner; they are supporter of a good cause. Participants are given guidance 
on how to maximise the storytelling potential of their journey and use social media audiences to 
great effect.  









Pump Aid - Cash Appeal

The harsh lack of access to clean water that millions of people face is starkest when in 
comparison to our own complacent ease. This approach asked the reader to reflect on their 
own ease of access to water,  but rather than just feeling brief gratitude, the appeal 
empowered them to then make a difference to the lives of others.  This was being sent to a 
mixed audience of some cold, some warm supporters, so we wanted the outer to create a 
sense of intrigue.

Once the reader was moved by the call to action it was time to show them how they could be 
part of the simple solution, and give them a sense of what their money might do. ‘You have 
the chance today to save lives. Not just that, but improve them.’ Case studies were used to 
illustrate just what a powerful difference their donation could make. Working with the 
designer to create colourful, hopeful infographics depicted this difference beautifully. 











Save the Children - Cash Appeal
Caught in the Crossfire appeal

With this urgent cash appeal, I wanted to get to the core of the problem and really appeal to STC 

supporters on the fundamentals of the situation. This was an ongoing and critical situation in the 

Central African Republic, which could have felt hopeless and overwhelming. We aimed for 

something simple and straightforward which highlighted the innocence of the children who are 

caught up in the chaos of war. I used the term “caught in the crossfire” as this was quite literally 

true in the case of Celine, whose story provided a powerful, emotive call to action. 





Extract from four page letter 



Other copywriting 

As an experienced teacher and writing mentor, I have an excellent insight into two important 
audiences: young people and educational professionals. I am also passionate about creating 
meaningful, powerful opportunities and resources for learners. 

I have worked with agencies such as We Are Futures who specialise in connecting 
businesses with young people and creating educational programmes and initiatives for them. 
I have completed a wide variety of projects with major clients.

I am keen to expand my work in this important sector. If you need a copywriter who can 
speak confidently to schools and learners then please get in touch. 


